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CFA meeting supports its Negotiating Committee; 
approves strong action 

 
CFA members showed their unity and strength following a report on the current negotiations 
with the University Administration.  Chief Negotiator, Ed Lavalle, provided an overview of the 
past week’s negotiations and the threat of concessions which constitute the Administration’s 
position.  
 
After a considerable number of questions, comments and advice, the Members unanimously 
approved the Negotiating Committee’s request, endorsing the call for mediation and the 
conducting of a strike vote.   The Committee had requested the two actions, indicating that 
the mediation was likely to be more successful if the Administration was aware of the 
members’ rejection of the Administration’s concession proposals and in support of the CFA 
proposals, built around the themes of Job security and regularization; Democratic work place; 
and Fair compensation and equity.      
 
The Negotiating Committee also reported steps taken to take legal action should the 
Administration use the strategic plan implementation to adversely affect employment and 
working conditions. The Negotiating Committee has made it clear to the Administration that 
growth and innovation, while positive, must not be carved out of the existing successful 
programs and services.  Most faculty have bitter memories of the reduction of successful 
programs terminated in Spring, 2013 and are apprehensive about the Administration’s 
emphasis on change without securing the recognition and funding necessary from 
Government.     
 

What is next…. 
1. We will indicate to the University Administration’s negotiator that we cannot accept 

the University’s proposals and a collective agreement cannot be renewed if the 
University will not withdraw the concession proposals.   We will indicate that this is a 
wedge issue which we either resolve forthwith or will consider other actions.  

2. We will once again suggest to the University to share responsibility for job security and 
regularization to bring fairness to faculty and open up the possibility of a more 
cooperative environment.  We will ask for a more positive response to our CFA 
proposals. We will ask for a joint review of the financial status of the University and an 
assessment of the cost of the CFA proposals.  [The CFA Negotiation Committee has 
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already tabled the government mandate (Public Sector Employers’ Council).  See 
http://www.fin.gov.bc.ca/psec/.]  

3. If there is no positive response by the University Administration, the Committee will file 
with the Labour Relations Board (LRB) for the appointment of a mediator.  At the same 
time we will file a complaint with the Post-Secondary Employers’ Association that the 
University’s position is excessive when compared with the tentative Common Table 
Agreement negotiated in less than a week and with no significant concessions.  

4. Concurrently, the CFA will conduct a “strike vote”: a vote by secret ballot coordinated 
by a Returning Officer who will conduct the vote as required by the LRB. The purpose of 
the strike vote is to fortify the CFA’s position at the LRB Mediation—a show of 
seriousness common in these circumstances.  

5. The membership will be asked to determine the next step if mediation fails.  

 

Your committee:  Members of the Negotiating Committee are elected by the membership at a 
general meeting.  Our ethical and legal duty is to represent the members of the bargaining unit.  
The CFA membership determines the Mandate of the Negotiation Committee through the 
general meeting, with the Stewards, and with the CFA Executive.   The Committee reports 
regularly to the CFA at its general meetings and to the Executive. The negotiating agenda 
follows the Mandate and an agreement remains tentative until ratified by the bargaining unit at a 
regular or special meeting.  

The Negotiating Committee at your Division,   Department or other Faculty meetings:  invite a 
spokesperson to provide information, give explanations, and have a dialogue.  Contact Ed 
Lavalle, Chief Negotiator, elavalle@capilanou.ca.   

Members of the committee: Ed Lavalle, Chief Negotiator;  Pat Hodgson, Deputy Chief 
Negotiator;  Brent Calvert, CFA President , ex-officio member;  Tim Acton;  Joanne Quick; 
Kirsten McIlveen; Laurel Whitney;  John Wilson and FPSE Staff Representative Zoe Towle.   
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University concession demands 
sour our negotiations 

The CFA Negotiating Committee and the University Administration team met Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday last week with no progress and a huge gap in 

perspectives.    

Your mandate to your negotiators—job security and regularization in an environment of 

threats of layoffs; basic guarantees of academic freedom and a democratic work place; 

fairness and equity in compensation—are met with indifference or negation.   

The University Administration team compounds the difficulty by pushing their substantial 

package of concessions—the subject of our last bulletin and accessible to you on the 

CFA web site.  We must now push back harder and demonstrate that faculty will not 

concede.         

The position of the University is in direct opposition to our proposals as is its attempt to 

strip many of the best elements of our contract.  The University is in a “give and take 

mode”:  when we have given them enough of our previously negotiated rights and 

they have taken enough, then we may get a new collective agreement!  Finding a 

resolution is not helped by the fact that there is only one University representative 

familiar with faculty, teaching, student needs, and University level education – the 

remainder are all staff from the Human Resources Department.   

However, your Negotiating Committee remains optimistic.  We believe that with the right 

mix of strength and unity—plus some support from students and the community—we 

can win our mandate proposals and move in a balanced and reasonable way to retain 

the positive institution we have built to date and embrace innovation and growth for the 

future.  We should also take some encouragement from the fact that the FPSE-PSEA 

Common Agreement negotiations produced a tentative agreement with some positive 

gains, a few minor concessions, and a salary agreement the same as the one tabled by 

the CFA Negotiating Committee.  

But we must counter the Capilano Administration and its Board—they must clearly 
understand that their negotiators will not be able to diminish the collegial model; reduce 
benefits; build new ventures by cutting proven programs and courses;  put us through 
almost continuous evaluation; reduce regularization rights; cut back paid educational 
leave and more.  
 
Tuesday we will meet to share information and engage in a more detailed discussion.  

And your Committee does have a comprehensive plan for success.  This plan includes 
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actions to preserve our work while negotiating for the future.   Labour law provides 

some protection against the University Administration implementing changes that affect 

our employment and working conditions while we are in the process of negotiating.  

Questions to clarify this during negotiations has the University’s spokesperson side 

stepping the very important issue of potentially significant job losses and changes to 

terms and conditions of employment.  Please come and help build our mandate, our 

direction and our future.   

What’s it all about? …the details. See for yourself!  

Posted on our web site is the CFA’s mandate for negotiations as well as the 

Administration and Board proposals package.    

 

Your committee:  Members of the Negotiating Committee are elected by the membership at a general meeting.  Our 
ethical and legal duty is to represent the members of the bargaining unit.  The CFA membership determines the 
Mandate of the Negotiation Committee through the general meeting, with the Stewards, and with the CFA Executive.   
The Committee reports regularly to the CFA at its general meetings and to the Executive. The negotiating agenda 
follows the Mandate and an agreement remains tentative until ratified by the bargaining unit at a regular or special 
meeting.  

The Negotiating Committee at your Division,   Department or other Faculty meetings:  invite a spokesperson to 
provide information, give explanations and have a dialogue.  Contact Ed Lavalle, Chief Negotiator, 
elavalle@capilanou.ca.   

Members of the committee: Ed Lavalle, Chief Negotiator;  Pat Hodgson, Deputy Chief Negotiator;  Brent Calvert, 
CFA President , ex-officio member;  Tim Acton;  Joanne Quick; Kirsten McIlvee; Laurel Whitney;  John Wilson and 
FPSE Staff Representative Zoe Towle.   

 

 Time for a fair contract! 

Job security and Regularization 

Democratic Workplace  

Fair Compensation and Equity 

 

        

 

 

  

mailto:elavalle@capilanou.ca
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10 
February     
2015 

UPDATE!  
Information from your CFA Negotiating  Committee 

Bulletin #1 

UNIVERSITY PROPOSALS TARGET BENEFITS, FACULTY 

PROFESSI0NAL RIGHTS, PAID EDUCATIONAL LEAVE, 

REGULARIZATION, AND DEMOCRATIC WORKPLACE.  

On Friday, February 6, the University Administration issued a negotiation package with 

the largest claw back of faculty rights and compensation in the history of contract 

negotiations at Capilano University. Ironic, since the University knew how important 

many of these issues were having insisted on receiving contract language before 

presenting their proposals! 

We encourage everyone to read the text of the University package which is posted on 

the Faculty Association web site.  Below is a summary of the most egregious parts of 

the University’s plan to lessen our rights, erode our status as professionals, and make 

us pay for the operation of the university and the cost of transforming to implement the 

strategic and academic plans.   

Faculty terms and conditions  

►Evaluation every two years for regular employees (instead of 5 years).  
►Remove the mandatory minimum 5 month notice for termination based on 
unsatisfactory service.  
►Non-regular employees must be evaluated every year—regardless of length of 
service and prior work load—an increase as well in faculty and coordinator workload.  
►Colleague reports to be selected by the Dean. 
►Deans to establish the evaluation committees (Not coordinator or Division chair) and 
choose the members (no more election).   
►Regularization not eligible if instructor on alerting and guidance. 
►No regularization if there is no guarantee of ongoing work. 
►Non-regular employees with a one section duty load in a term not required to do 
professional development; pay and seniority lowered up to 20% as a consequence. 
►Auxiliary employees lose their modest p.d. possibility and their service record carry-
over when a regular position is assumed. 
 

Faculty role in decision making  

►Union role in organizing election of faculty committee members eliminated; replaced 
with election process fully under a Dean.   Attempt to “de-unionize” the participatory 
activities—means effective dispute resolution or redress if Committee role is absent or 
improperly conducted.  
►Limit employee option to respect a picket line without reduction of benefits, paid for by 

union. 
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Faculty benefits, salaries      

►Paid Education Leave-remove seniority as a significant factor; eliminate the PEL 
credit system;   narrow the acceptable scope; reduce role of the faculty committee.    
►Extended health deductible increased from $25 deductible to $100.  
►Drug benefit reduced by adopting Pharmacare Formulary for prescription drug:  fewer 
drugs covered; less reimbursement; additional cost to get approval for non-generic; cap 
on dispensary fees; low cost rules; and special authority requirements.  
►A reduced employee is not entitle to severance after first two years of regularization  
►Employee reduced to “0” must pay 100% of the benefit premium for period between 
having no work and taking severance.  
►Reimbursement levels for extended health benefits cut from 95% to 80%.  
►More restrictive access to Parental Leave. 
►No salary proposal was tabled.  

 
University urged to meet faculty Mandate   

Your CFA Negotiating Committee spent February 3rd and 6th introducing the University 

negotiators to the Mandate of proposals authorized unanimously by the November CFA 

General Meeting.  Substantial effort was made to explain to University representatives 

the overwhelming support for the themes of the Mandate:  Job Security and 

Regularization, Democratic Work Place, and Fair Compensation and Equity.  Originally, 

the CFA offered “concepts” of contract changes and the University to join in the problem 

solving.   This was not accepted. A large package of detailed contract language 

followed the summary of the Mandate.  Now begins the heavy lifting: negotiating the 

themes and their complex but worthwhile and needed contract changes.  

The details of the CFA Proposals (Summary and contract language) as well as those of 

the Administration will be accessible on the web site this week.   

The elephant in the room and our future—a briefing 

Your CFA Negotiating Committee made strong attempts to start the negotiations before 

the end of 2014.  The representatives of the University (HR Director Parveen Mann) and 

the CFA (Chief Negotiator Ed Lavalle) arranged a December 5th meeting.  The CFA 

offered to roll over the prior Protocol (basic rules), eager to bring the CFA Mandate  to 

the attention of the University.  Additionally we wanted adequate representation from 

the Vice Presidents and Deans, to encourage a better understanding of the faculty 

needs and get closer to the corridors of decision making.  

The meeting was disappointing but informative.  The University indicated it could not 

commence negotiations until it received approval from the Post-Secondary Employers 

Association (PSEA), one of six sectoral committees established by the Public Sector 
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Employers Council (PSEC), the arm of the Ministry of Finance with statutory authority to 

supervise public sector contracts.  We were told the approval would likely be December 

15 but Santa missed the moment and approval did not come until the end of January.  

PSEC is known for its salary controls—regulating compensation in all branches of the 

public service.  The current “Mandate ” of PSEC is twofold:  make all contract renewals 

the same with regard to compensation increases and make the public sector settle for 5 

year contracts. It is this control of the negotiations environment that resulted in the CFA 

Negotiating Committee recommendation:  

1. Accept the PSEC salary and benefit conditions;  

2. Advance the job security, regularization, democratic workplace and equity 

proposals NOW since a renewed collective agreement would freeze bargaining 

for five years.  

The current environment makes our collective efforts more necessary than ever—with 

layoffs, restructuring, cancellation of programs and disciplines and failing faculty 

influence—it’s now or almost never.  Five years before we have a remote possibility of 

reversing the damage.  And that damage will not only be to faculty losing jobs, rights, 

and professional opportunity—but also erosion of the services and education available 

to the community we serve, especially the students who are always foremost in our 

consideration.  

Can we do it?  Yes, with unity and perseverance.  Keep informed, and be ready for the 

call!  

Your committee:  Members of the Negotiating Committee are elected by the membership at a general meeting.  Our 
ethical and legal duty is to represent the members of the bargaining unit.  The CFA membership determines the 
Mandate of the Negotiation Committee through the general meeting, with the Stewards, and with the CFA Executive.   
The Committee reports regularly to the CFA at its general meetings and to the Executive. The bargaining agenda 
follows the Mandate and an agreement remains tentative until ratified by the bargaining unit membership at a regular 
or special meeting.  

The Negotiating Committee at your Division,   Department or other Faculty meetings:  invite a spokesperson to 
provide information, give explanations and have a dialogue.  Contact Ed Lavalle, Chief Negotiator, 
elavalle@capilanou.ca.   

Members of the committee: Ed Lavalle, Chief Negotiator;  Pat Hodgson, Deputy Chief Negotiator;  Brent Calvert, 
CFA President , ex-officio member;  Tim Acton;  John  Wilson, Joanne Quick; Kirsten McIlvee; Laurel Whitney;  and 
FPSE Staff Representative Zoe Towle.   
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